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Eyes are considered one of the most precious gifts bestowed on human beings by nature. However,
countless people around us suffer vision imperfections right from birth. Even if a person have not
had serious vision related problems from an early age, he is likely to face such problems at old age.
This is exactly where prescription glasses come into play. These are glasses prescribed by doctors
specifically to fight severe vision defects. There are several varieties of frames for prescription
glasses available in the market today. You can either choose between the rimless frames or fully
rimmed varieties. Apart from glasses, innumerable varieties of Contact lenses have flooded the
market off late. However, the lenses should never be worn until and unless the doctor recommends
you to do so.

The frame you choose will be fitted with prescription lenses in order to rectify vision defects.
However, it has to be borne in mind that prescription glasses, or for that matter any other form of
eyewear, are very sensitive in nature. Hence, the user must take utmost care of his possession.

Cleaning the lenses is very easy. All you need is some eyeglass spray, warm water, liquid cleaner
and tiny amounts of dish washing liquid. Start by cleaning the lens surface in slow, gentle
movements. Be sure to clean off all residues, if any, while wiping the lens. Refrain from using any
chemical not designed for use on lenses. For wiping the lens use a clean and soft cloth after you are
done with the cleaning and rinsing part. The material of which the cloth is made also plays a crucial
role here. Experts are more often than not found recommending cotton as the preferred material for
cleaning Prescription glasses. Users should also make sure never to place the glasses face down.
Keeping them surface face up protects the glasses from contracting things that may leave scratches.

Prescription glasses without a proper cover should never be put inside the pocket. Lastly, be sure to
store your pair of eyeglasses in a case when you are not using them. This prevents them from dust
borne damages.
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For more information on a Contact lenses, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a Prescription glasses!
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